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Dear Christina
Making the Most of our Equalities and Human Rights Levers
Thank you for your letter of 16 February asking how we in Perth and Kinross approach
our revenue budgeting process, in relation to local and national equalities and human
rights priorities. I note your intention to develop and share good practice, based on the
information you receive from other public authorities – we will be delighted to work with
you further in this area.
A structured approach is in place to ensure that the Council promotes a culture of
inclusion and delivers positive equality outcomes for the citizens and communities of
Perth and Kinross, and Council staff. This approach to mainstreaming equalities has
allowed us to ensure services see equality as a vital part of their day-to-day work.
Within the Council, our Integrated Impact Assessment tool ensures that equality impact
can be measured at the policy development stage, alongside budgetary implications.
We are also in the process of incorporating a Human Rights assessment to this
process, in line with the introduction of the new socio-economic duty (the Fairer
Scotland Duty), which will be introduced in April 2018.
We already seek to reduce inequalities in our work, and the Fairer Scotland Duty will
strengthen this approach. We have incorporated this requirement into our Community
Plan 2017 - 2027 which details the priorities we will progress over the next ten years,
together with our Community Planning Partners and communities. These priorities
were informed by the recommendations emerging from the Perth and Kinross Fairness
Commission (launched in July 2017) which set out a specific and collective focus on
tackling the causes and consequences of poverty and inequality in the area.
Turning specifically to our Revenue Budget process, Services are required to identify
detailed additional expenditure proposals (that may result in increases in budgets) and
savings proposals (that may result in reductions in budgets). To ensure our Elected
Members have the correct information to allow them to make informed decisions, all
savings proposals require to be assessed by individual Service Management Teams as
to how they may impact on the following:

• Fairness – including the potential socio-economic impact on vulnerable individuals
and groups
• Workforce – including information on numbers of employees affected, vacancies,
staff turnover and fixed term contracts
• Customers – including information on the effect on all customers /stakeholders (both
external and internal)
• Equalities/Diversity – ensuring that any statutory equalities issues are considered
• Outcome & Performance – identifying any significant impact on the Local Outcomes
Improvement Plan and/or Service Business Management and Improvement Plans
Specifically in relation to Fairness, a separate exercise was undertaken to understand
the cumulative impact of Revenue Budget proposals on certain individuals and groups
(gender, disability, ethnicity, families, vulnerable children, vulnerable adults, sexual
orientation, rurality and age). The output from this exercise was shared with Elected
Members before the Council took decisions on the 2018/19 Final Revenue Budget and
2019/20 & 2020/21 Provisional Revenue Budgets on 22 February 2018 and is attached
as Appendices 1, 2 and 3 to this response. The information that was shared with
Elected Members included a visual classification of the proposals with “green” Revenue Budget investment, “pink” – MAY result in negative outcomes for some
vulnerable people and “red – LIKELY to result in negative outcomes for some
vulnerable people. Specifically,
• Appendix 1 sets out a number of key facts to be considered alongside Revenue
Budget proposals.
• Appendix 2 set out all expenditure pressures and savings proposals and was
intended to demonstrate that there were significant savings proposals that had no
specific impact on vulnerable individuals or groups.
• Appendix 3 summarised the expenditure pressures or savings proposals that, in the
opinion of officers, might impact on vulnerable individuals and groups, and were
considered by Members when rejecting some of these proposals.
We believe that this approach positively influenced the Revenue Budget process.
In addition, there was also significant investment in a number of equalities-related
projects in the third sector (over a 3 year period to provide some financial certainty) and
this was a direct and positive response to points raised through the work of the
Fairness Commission.
Full details of all Revenue Budget proposals for 2018/19, 2019 /20 and 2020/2021 can
be found here: Revenue Budget Report - 22 February 2018. This report also includes
an appendix summarising the findings of the public budget consultation exercise which
took place in December 2017 and January 2018.

Participatory Budgeting (PB) is a key priority, and in in 2017, eight successful events,
organised by our Action Partnerships, took place throughout Perth and Kinross in
March and April. Perth & Kinross Council and Scottish Government each contributed
funding so that the Action Partnerships could support community projects aimed at
reducing local inequalities. All of the community groups who were successful in
receiving funding at the events are listed here: Perth and Kinross Decides - Funding
Awarded to Community Groups. The PB exercise is well underway for this year, and
so far, almost 4,500 people have participated in the voting process (over 5 events), with
a further 4 events still to take place.
I trust the information outlined in this letter is helpful in terms of understanding the
comprehensive approach taken in Perth & Kinross Council, and shaping your future
inquiry and scrutiny work in relation to equalities and human rights.
If you wish to discuss any aspect of this response further, please contact Scott Walker,
Chief Accountant (SWWalker@pkc.gov.uk, 01738 475515) or Sandra Flanigan,
Corporate Strategy and OD Manager (Sflanigan@pkc.gov.uk, 01738 475063).
Yours sincerely

Jim Valentine
Depute Chief Executive
(Chief Operating Officer)

